
Step by Step: 

An Educator’s Expedition of Evolution





GOAL

To better understand the educator experience - who they are, 

the context they work in, and how they proceed through 

educational changes.



IntroductionResearch Methods 

100+ survey participants of faculty and administration

90+ interviews with faculty, administration, and faculty support services, individual and focus groups

6 school visits with K-12 + Higher Education Institutions

3 Dscout missions with 25 faculty, K-12 + Higher Education

6 month design research project, from collection to insights
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During his work consulting with school leaders 

around change strategies, psychologist Robert 

Evans has found it tremendously important for 

leaders to understand that for many people, 

change — at least at first — isn’t about growth or 

capacity building or learning; it’s about loss.” 

- Schwatrz, K. (2017) How School Leaders Can Attend to the Emotional Side of Change. KQED.org



“Teachers need to time 

to figure out what their 

teacher identity is, it can 

be a big change.” 

“Teachers do not want to deal 

with their own learning curve.”

“The letting go was hard. At first I was not 

comfortable that students could learn without 

me telling them things. It took 2 semesters to 

learn that they could.”

barrier

Fixed Mindset + Loss of Identity

“Teachers are fearful of change, they do 

not have a growth mindset. It is much 

easier with kids.” 



Barriers to Change 

Not Enough Time

Faculty Mindset

Standard assessment + testing 

K12

Not Enough Time

Faculty Mindset

No incentives/rewards for change

HE



You can't put a changed individual into 
an unchanged environment and expect 
them to maintain that change. It needs to 

be a team based approach.”

- HE Professor of Educational Leadership



Accelerators to Change 

HE

K12

Reward + Incentive for Change

Funding

Resources + support for faculty

Reallocation of faculty time

Resources + support for faculty

Reallocation of faculty time

Relevant + Personalized PD

HE



If you're trying to achieve culture change 
around teaching and learning, it's a big 
change and will take multiple strategies and 
mostly to create shared vision collectively 
and individually.”

- HE Professor of Educational Leadership



It has to be a 

confluence of 

both top down 

and bottom up 

efforts.”
Professor & Former Dean, Ball 

State University

”

Top Down  

Bottom-Up

BARRIERS:

Struggle with clear path for change

Apprehension in collaborating with 
others 

Leadership 

Champions

Approaches 
to Change



PREPARE

The Change Process: 
School & Educator Levels

Define

Assess

Explore

ENVISION & 
PLAN

Envision

Align

Plan

PILOT 

Initiate

Learn

Iterate

BUILD OUT

Scale

Launch

Tune

GROW & 
SUSTAIN

Optimize

Expand

Maintain

“What is it?”

AWARE

“I get it.”

UNDERSTAND

“It works!”

BELIEVE

“Let’s make it 

official.”

ADOPT

“I want to help 

others do this.”

ADVOCATE

Adapted from Becker & Confidant, 2014 and Shmula, 2009  
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Prepare Aware

Self-awareness and introspection is key, teachers need to 
see themselves differently to act differently.

We DEFINE
areas and focus of change.

We ASSESS
current practices + culture.

We EXPLORE
aspirational alternatives + 
exemplary examples.

I recognize my personal barriers.

I am aware of my mindset.

I acknowledge my feelings about proposed changes.



Envision + Plan Understand

We ENVISION
common, desired goal + 
outcomes. 

We ALIGN
on vision + approach with 
all stakeholders.

We PLAN
how this shared vision will 
be achieved.

Comprehending the impetus for change and identifying the 
significance and implications of the proposed change. 

I witness others do something different that works.

I determine my role within greater change happening.

I identify the personal actions required.

I connect with other teachers.



Pilot Believe

We INITIATE
A pilot of the change with 
small group.

We LEARN
from pilot with metrics, 
feedback + reflection.

We ITERATE
adjust, + experiment based 
on what we are learning.

First-hand experience and intrinsic belief that the change 
can be successful and has benefits to self and others. 

I apply the change firsthand.

I analyze + learn.

I experience a positive difference + personal benefit.



Build Out Adopt

We SCALE
what works across the 
institution.

We LAUNCH
practices + programs 
across the institution.

We TUNE
and adjust, remaining 
responsive as we scale.

Personalizing the change to work with individual mindsets 
and contexts to make one’s own.

I evaluate impact, successes,  + failures.

I fine tune for individual strengths + preferences.

I innovate new ways to implement.



Grow + Sustain Advocate

We OPTIMIZE
and enhance key aspects 
across institution.

We EXPAND
and broaden our scope to 
other change initiatives.

We MAINTAIN
invest in, and continually 
maintain the culture we 
have invested in.

Share individual ideas, learnings and practices with others 
through formal and informal leadership.

I continually evaluate + create.

I research + explore new ideas.

I coach + mentor others.



Faculty Focused 
Change Principles

Engage collective collaboration throughout 

process

Highlight faculty-centered benefits  

Actively address and evolve mindsets throughout 

process

Offer concrete steps on how to enact change

Personalize the process for faculty

Create a safe space for faculty to test + try



Spaces People

Private Offices 9 11

Admin/Adjunct 

Spaces 
3 9

Collaborative 17 70

Focus 12 12

Total 41 102
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